At LRK, our client, a leader in electronics systems, recognizes the importance of continued interaction and positive rewards for the systems professional. They're involved in a series of exciting programs...and they're committed to the kinds of personal and professional satisfaction that top-of-the-line systems people have every right to expect.

If your background is in sophisticated computer or systems technology, and your education has prepared you to accept state-of-the-art challenges with an industry leader, send us your credentials. Our client offers outstanding salaries, excellent benefits, and generous relocation...and especially exciting opportunities for career enhancement.

After all, development should be a two-way street.

We are especially interested in people with experience in:

- Documentation Engineers
- Radar Software Development
- Simulation Design Engineers
- Mini-Computer Software Systems Design and Development
- Command & Decision Software Definition & Design
- Proposals Expertise For Large-Scale Systems
- Command and Control Software Development
- Micro-Processor Software Development
- Hardware/Software Integration

In The East:
703-790-8640
LRK Associates
Management Consultants Dept. 4301
6845 Elm Street
McLean, Virginia 22101

In The West:
714-848-8494
LRK Associates
Management Consultants Dept. 4301
16371 Beach Boulevard #141
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
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